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The brand
Sophisticated packagings, products of the latest generation, calibrated prices. 
And also, sophisticated formulations, where high-tech active ingredients 
dialogue with raw materials, beneficial to the skin. We are all of this. And we 

promote ethical beauty: our products are strictly Cruelty Free, therefore we 
do not test on animals or use ingredients that come from animal 
experimentation. Also for this reason we are committed to choose first 
compliant materials with our vision of social and environmental 
responsibility.
Continuous reliability tests are our priority in order to ensure top quality and 
safety standards, for which we have been achieving over the years approvals for 
marketing in the CE-EUROPE, FDA-USA and JAPAN markets.

Made in Italy
We say “Made in Italy”, we read “excellence”, “profound experience”, “high quality 
production”. Yes, because Italian taste and talent emerge from our Mission, but 

they can also be seen, heard and touched in our products, from the selection 
of raw materials, textures, to the colors and the shapes of the individual 
packaging: a mosaic of Italian distinctiveness that materializes in every single 
detail of our project, and that we want to enhance and bring beyond borders 
proudly. So, to promote beauty, in all its forms, also means to dress it with 
timeless prestige. Indeed… to color it.

Beauty
Beauty has a simple but versatile soul. We reinterpret the new makeup trends 
with a fresh but decisive allure, that gives the maximum in our latest generation 
Made in Italy formulations, and in the careful selection of the most sought-after 
textures and different nuances of colour, from the most sophisticated to the 
most eclectic. We want to give expression to the nuances of your personality so 
that you can give color to your personal idea of beauty and live your beauty ritual 
with intuitive, simple, quick, dictated gestures of innovative design – elegant 
but practical – of our packaging. Elevate yourself quality standards to maximize 
your creativity! 5 product classes of face, eyes, lips, hands, and accessories make-
up – they tell a story of Italian passion, in which constant quality control makes 
the difference in your makeup routine, on the other hand, creativity doesn’t 
have only one direction.
We travel with you as much as you want.
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Our face products have been formulated with high quality ingredients
to ensure fresh, bright and supple skin. The antioxidants

help to protect the skin from the damage caused by the environment, while the 
pure pigments and the vegetable emulsifiers help to keep skin healthy.
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CREAMY CONCEALER
REF. 4027

Our cream concealer is your ally to hide imperfections and keep 
your secrets. Thanks to its high coverage formula, based on treated 
pigments, it is able to cover the skin imperfections effectively. 
With its SPF 35 sun protection factor, it protects also the skin 
from damage caused by UV rays. The presence of glycerin also 
helps to hydrate the skin deeply and mantains it soft and smooth. 

€ 10,00

They say about it:
“This concealer is fantastic,
I recommend it. It doesn’t dry out of 
the eye contour, it’s super opaque and 
it blurs wonderfully” Sara

01 Sand 02 Apricot 03 Bronze

• WITHOUT PARABENS
• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
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Cream concealer can be useful to hide skin imperfections and to protect yourself 
from UV rays, but it cannot replace the benefits of a routine of complete skincare 
that includes products such as olive oil, vitamin and acetate. Olive oil, for example, 
has moisturizing, protective and emollient characteristics that can help to keep 
skin hydrated and soft, to prevent dryness and to protect yourself against external 
aggressions. Vitamin and acetate, on the other hand, have antioxidant properties 
that can help to protect the skin from the damage caused by free radicals and 
to prevent premature ageing.

€ 9,00

They say about it:
“Since I tried this concealer, I haven’t been 
using anyone else anymore! He manages to 
cover all the blemishes on my face perfectly,
without creating the “mask” effect” Giulia

01 Sand 02 Apricot 03 Peach 04 Ivory 05 Antique pink

STICK CONCEALER
REF. 4017

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
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The perfect cream foundation
REF. 4023

Do you want to get rid of the bulky sponges that take space in your beauty case?
Then our compact foundation is the perfect solution for you! Its unique packaging shows 
an automatic mechanism that ejects the sponge for the application of the product. With 
its high coverage formula, you will be able to hide discolourations and blemishes of the 
skin effectively. If you’re a lover of physical activity, you won’t have to worry about having 
to apply the foundation again during your workout: its waterproof and resistent to sweat 
formula will allow you to have a perfect skin in any moment.

€ 16,00

They say about it:
This compact foundation has a 
crazy formula, an high coverage but 
imperceptible on the skin” Sofia

01 Light beige 02 Golden beige 03 Honey 05 Sand 06 Suede 07 Dark beige

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
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This foundation is easy to apply and contains unique ingredients as horse 
chestnut extract and E vitamin, which have decongestants and antioxidants 
properties. Furthermore, the presence of a “soft focus” helps to minimize 
facial lines for a matte, high-coverage finish. It seems that this foundation is
perfect to make the contouring and for your skincare routine.

€ 12,00

They say about it:
“Even if my skin is oily, this
foundation creates a perfect base
that does not weigh down” Laura

01 Ivory 02 Light beige 03 Natural beige 04 Caramel

STICK FOUNDATION
REF. 4026

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
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Choose our fluid foundation for a flawless and comfortable skin. Light and fresh like water, it is the ideal ally
for dry skin. The texture with a high concentration of water is fluid and fresh upon application, for a sensation of
pleasant and lasting lightness. The emulsifier of vegetable origin makes the product emollient and easy to apply,
particularly suitable for sensitive to external factors skins. Thanks to its eudermic pH, this foundation
maintains intact the balance of the skin for a natural and comfortable result.

€ 11,00

If you have combination or oily skin, this is the perfect oil-free product for you. We know that even oily
skins need to feel hydrated, so we added to the formula a natural hydration and nourishing factor (NMF).
Furthermore, the included chamomile extract has a high decongestant power and the light coverage
of the product ensures a natural effect.

€ 10,50

02 intense beige

02 Honey

01 Medium beige

01 Rosy beige

04 Chocolate

04 Bronze

03 Terracotta

03 Sand

AQUAFEEL FLUID FOUNDATION
REF. 4021

NO OIL FLUID FOUNDATION
REF. 4024

They say about it:
“I have dry skin and I find that this 
foundation is perfect because it does not 
mark ed it’s super light” Francesca

They say about it:
“Thanks to it my oily skin doesn’t fear the 
shiny effect anymore” Marta

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED

• WITHOUT PARABEN
• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
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MARSHMALLOW FOUNDATION
REF. 4074

If you have many foundations in your beauty case because you have to change one 
for each need or season, this product could be the solution for you. Its versatile and 
innovative texture, based on the “build up” technology, allows you to “build” the desired 
level of coverage, offering a matte finish and a long lasting. Thank to the use of a highly 
absorbent texturizer and a selected powder, this foundation can satisfy different needs. 
That’s not all: the formula is also rich in beneficial ingredients, such as a plant-based 
emulsifier, humectant substances, a blend of waxes, vitamin E and other moisturizing, 
emollients and antioxidants substances, which help to keep the skin soft and supple.

€ 16,50
 

They say about it:
“Very covering and moisturizing,
so perfect for my skin, I really liked the 
texture&#39;&#39;
Jade

A01 Vainilla 01 Almond 02 Cream caramels 03 Mocha coffee

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
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Our bronzer is perfect for who want to add a touch of color to their face in a natural and lasting way. The light and 
fresh formula blends with the skin perfectly, creating a veil of color that gives a tanned and luminous appearance. 
The ultra-fine powder ensures a easy application and a flawless hold for the entire day. The use of an high quality talc 
helps to improve the product adhesion, ensuring that the color remains perfect for hours. Our bronzer is ideal for 
anyone who wants a tanned and natural look, without having to expose yourself to the sun or use harmful chemicals.

€ 11,50

The trick is there... but you can't see it. An optical white powder with a very thin texture that is applied to
the face with a light touch becomes absolutely transparent. As a base or as a finished look to fix make-up,
the result, however, is visible: homogeneous and velvety skin like silk. A product with uniforming power that works too 
on dilated pores and small imperfections, minimizing them, and also suitable for oilier skins thanks to the
presence of a light talc that ensures a matte finish with a translucent effect.

€ 12,50

02 Caramel01 Antique pink

05 Terracotta04 Cappuccino

BRONZER
REF. 4019

TRANSLUCENT PERFECTION POWDER
REF. 4072

They say about it:
“Super blendable and subtle powder,
I LOVE it” Roberta

They say about it:
“This powder has become my favorite in
my entire make-up collection, i found
that fixes me well without weighing me down 
and goes to smooth pores” Giusy

03 Bronze matte

06 Cinnamon

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
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Our 3D blush effect is perfect for those who want to create a three-dimensional and sculpted look on their
face. His light and silky formula blends with the skin easily, creating a luminous and natural effect. Thanks to the use 
of high quality pigments, the blush remains intense throughout the day, offering a luminous and long-lasting finish. 
Its silky texture makes it easy to blend and build, in order to create a customized look.
If you want to achieve a sculpted and luminous 3D effect, our 3D effect blush is the perfect product for you.
Try it today and discover how to achieve an effortless three-dimensional look.

€ 10,00

Our pressed powder is perfect for people with dry skin who want a product that can hydrate it. The formula
with fine particles and a soft and silky texture to the touch has a high conditioning and moisturizing power.
Not only that, the face powder creates a thin and non-occlusive film on the skin which maintains hydration for several 
hours. If you want to have a hydrated and luminous skin, our compact powder is the perfect product for you. Try it today 
and find out how to achieve a silky and luminous finish without drying the skin.

€ 11,50

03 Peach02 Bronze

08 Salmon

11 Strong pink

07 Porcelain

10 Antique pink

3D BLUSH EFFECT
REF. 4018

COMPACT POWDER
REF. 4020

They say about it:
“Your blushes are really beautiful!
Super blendable and pigmented, and I
loved the pack with the mirror” Alessia

They say about it:
“This powder has become my favorite in
my entire makeup collection, i found
that fixes me well without weighing me down 
and goes to smooth pores” Giusy

06 Cherry

02 Rosy ivory01 Apricot

05 Ivory04 Antique pink

03 Sand

06 Dark sand

09 Intense peach

12 Deep orange

• WITHOUT PARABENS
• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
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Pay attention to your eyes with our high performance,
creamy and easy to apply textures. We know how much your gaze can 

communicate and we want you to always be at your best.
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SEMI-PERMANENT EYE PENCIL
REF. 4047

Have you ever had a problem with the disappearing of your eye pencils or tearful eyes? 
Our semi-permanent eye pencil is the solution for you. It guarantees a 12 hours duration 
and resistance to water and sweat, allowing you to have a perfect eyes make-up all day
long. Its soft and creamy texture guarantees the maximum adherence and comfort, while 
its high color release on the first pass allows you to obtain an intense and vibrant look in 
just a few minutes. The pencil is equipped with a special hermetic cap that prevents the 
dispersion of the volatile ingredients of the formula, ensuring a longer duration of the 
product. Try it today and find out how achieve long-lasting eye makeup without having 
to worry about the touch-up or tearful eyes.

€  7,50 

They say about it:
“Crazy, mine is very soft and 
pigmented”Letizia

01 Black 04 Oil02 Brown 05 Light blue03 Dark must 06 Silver

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
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If you are not good at applying eyeshadows, our pencil eyeshadow can help 
you. Its creamy and comfortable formula makes the application easier: just 
pass the pencil on the eyelid and blend it lightly with your fingers to get a 
bright look. It can be used also to put light in the inner corner of the eye. 
Don’t worry if you are not handy, our eyeshadow pencil will help you to 
create a flawless look.

€ 8,00

They say about it:
“This pencil is my salvation!!!
I’m terrible with eyeshadows and it makes my 
life so much easier, I will never leave him” 
Fabrizia

01 Black 04 Night blue02 Naked 05 Green03 Dark silver 06 Pink

KAJAL EYESHADOW PENCIL
REF. 4035

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• OPHTOLOGICALLY APPROVED
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EYE CONTOUR PENCIL
REF. 4012

Our eye contour pencil is the ideal product for those who love to blend their eye makeup 
and create effects such as smoky eyes. Thanks to its super soft formula and the presence 
of mineral-based powders such as zeolite, it is easy to blend and guarantees a full color 
and a long lasting until 8 hours. This pencil is perfect for who wants to achieve intense 
and long-lasting eye makeup without having to worry about frequent touch-ups. Try it
today and find out how you can achieve flawless eye makeup in just a few minutes.

€  6,50 

They say about it:
“I’ve never found a pencil that blends it so 
well, I always use it instead of the eyeliner, 
blending it with a brush” Rebecca

01 Intense black 05 Bronze02 Brown 08 Greenfinch03 Dark grey 09 Turquoise 10 Light grey

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
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Discover the iconic kajal, the makeup product that has captivated women of every era, from 
ancient times Cleopatra’s Egypt to the present day. In the ancient East it was one of the most 
used cosmetics. Our long-lasting kajal offers high coverage and a shiny finish all day long. The
non-greasy formula keeps the application area free from unwanted buildup.

€ 6,50

We have developed a waterproof and long-lasting formula (6 hours) to satisfy the needs of women who don’t want to 
find themselves suddenly with annoying “holes” on their eyebrows. The thin tip will allow you to create also eyebrow 
hair again with a very natural effect, while the cap is equipped with a separating comb to fade the color. The formula is 
wax-based, without preservatives, and contains high levels of plant-based ingredients.

€ 7,50

KAJAL PENCIL
REF. 4031

EYEBROW DEFINITION PENCIL
REF. 4046

They say about it:
“This pencil is so soft that looks like butter, I 
love it” Pamela

They say about it:
“I love it so much that I finished it! Mine is 
precise and you can draw well the “hair” effect 
and moreover it is one of the few pencils
above the fixing gels”; Marika

02 Blonde01 Chestnut

04 Copper03 Brunette

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• OPHTOLOGICALLY APPROVED

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• OPHTOLOGICALLY APPROVED
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SOMBRA DE OJOS COMPACTA
REF. 4015

Have you ever bought an eyeshadow palette and only used a few colors? Don’t waste your 
money and choose our single eyeshadows, available in over 20 shades. Our gliding and 
easy to blend formula offers high color intensity and excellent adherence, in matte and 
shimmer shades. We use high quality emollient oils that guarantee a soft and pleasant 
application. Don’t waste your money on unused palettes, choose our single eyeshadows 
to have always the perfect shade for any occasion.

€  8,50 

They say about it:
“They are really good! I did not expect
so much pigmentation from the 
eyeshadows! Amazing” Anny

01 White 07 Beige 02 Bronze 09 Copper03 Intense grey 12 Green

24 Light pink 27 Intense light blue25 Fuchsia 29 light green26 Green water 30 Dark brown

14 Pale blue 21 Brown16 Champagne 22 Smokey black20 Purple 23 Intense pink

31 Dark grey 34 Blue32 Peach 35 Black33 Salmon 36 Yellow

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
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Baked eyeshadow
REF. 4037

This versatile eyeshadow allows you to achieve two effects in one 
product. It can be applied dry for a slight sheen, or wet for a more 
intense and full color. The highly pigmented formula has a creamy 
consistency and releases a surprising amount of color, thanks to the 
presence of corn starch and a particular binder. You choose the effect 
you want to achieve with this amazing eyeshadow.

€ 9,50

They say about it:
“The colors are crazy and they give 
an absurd brilliance to the eyes, 
PHENOMENAL pigmentation!”
Rachel

01 White pearl

07 Blue jeans

04 Volcanic stone

10 Pink doll

02 Golden touch

08 Marine water

05 Scorched earth

11 Wisteria

03 Stardust

09 Forest green

06 Turquoise sea

12 Must

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
• WITHOUT PARABENS
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Have you ever had problems with a shortly smudging eyeliner after 
application? Our eyeliner was specially designed to solve this problem, 
thanks to the smudgeproof technology that makes it free from smudges. 
The waterproof formula ensures a quick drying and a long duration until 10 
hours. The soft tip makes the application comfortable and easy. Don’t worry 
about unwanted smudging with our long-lasting eyeliner.

€ 12,00

They say about it:
“I use it and it has become my favourite for this 
reason! It does not smudge and draws
a precise trait, I love it!” Christina

FELT-TIP PEN EYELINER
REF. 4032

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
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LIQUID EYELINER
REF. 4014

Shake our liquid eyeliner well before the use to get an amazing result. Thanks to the 
excellent color release, you will get a super intense black with a matte finish. The 
formula is water-based and contains pigments that allow a perfect application and 
an excellent adherence, for a long-lasting result. This eyeliner is particularly suitable 
for sensitive eyes that tend to water. “Shake me!” to get the best result from our high 
quality liquid eyeliner.

€  10,00 

They say about it:
“I’ve never found a pencil that blends it so 
well, I always use it instead of the eyeliner, 
blending it with a brush” Rebecca

01 Black 02 Dark brown 03 Copper

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• OPHTOLOGICALLY AND DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
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Password? ULTRA. Exaggerated volume and length, duration that is beyond all 
expectations: the Devil Lashes mascara keeps its promises. And the “wow”; effect 
has its best allies: the carnauba wax guarantees multiplied eyelashes and extreme 
length, while the polymers inside give a sensational hold. The brush has a curved 
profile which makes possible to follow the natural curvature of the eyelashes; the 
slim shape and the slightly pointed tip allow you to catch them in a single gesture 
from the base to the tips. Also, the short fibers of the brush allow to the lashes 
to have a contact with the bulk deposited inside the applicator: the secret for an 
enhanced color release. Ultra black, ultra intense.

€  12,50 

They say about it:
“The mascara is TOP! FABULOUS! MY FAVORITE! 
I’m finishing it literally, it has become my lash 
like mine saver mascara! I have at least 10/12 
mascara in the drawer and it beats them all” 
Irene

DEVIL LASHES MASCARA
REF. 4032

• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
• OPHTOLOGICALLY TESTED
• WITHOUT PARABENS
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Our lips products are formulated with the latest generation ingredients
to guarantee seductive but also healthy and protected lips.
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01 Florence 04 Vienna02 París 03 Saint Tropez 06 Monte Carlo

07 Havana 08 Marrakesh 09 Tokyo 12 Cairo

05 Moscow

10 London 11 New York

A “kiss-proof” lipstick with a unique and versatile texture: creamy to apply, when it gets 
dry, it becomes a veil of matte and velvety color, giving a flawless and intense finish that 
lasts all day. It has a unique bottle, characterized by a high neck and an ergonomically 
shaped applicator. The choice of the high neck is due to ensure a better release of 
the product, while the ergonomically shaped sponge applicator adapts to the lips 
guaranteeing a perfect and precise application without smudging. The tip allows you 
to define the corners of the mouth and the cupid’s bow, while the widest part ensures 
an excellent release of color allowing a uniform and homogeneous application.

€ 13,00

They say about it:
“From the first swatch I’m really impressed. Uniform 
Drafting and full color in lighter colors and in darker 
ones. I’ve tried many liquid lipsticks of various brands, 
even the very expensive ones… and trust me if I tell you 
is very hard to find a dark liquid lipstick that blends 
perfectly.” Joy

LIQUID LIPSTICK
REF. 4071

• WITHOUT PRESERVATIVES AND PARABENS
• DERMATOLOGICALLY  TESTED
• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
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Our soothing lips treatment is ideal in case of an emergency for dry and chapped lips. 
With a perfect blend of noble creams and raw materials formula, this product deeply 
nourishes your lips, soothing them and hydrating them. Thanks to the advanced 
technology used in its formula, the treatment reactivates the hydration of the lips 
every time it is applied, leaving them soft and smooth. In addition, its comfortable 
texture makes it easy and pleasant to apply and pleasant to use. If you want to have 
always an ally for your lips in every situation, this is the product for you.

€  7,50 

They say about it:
“In winter I suffer a lot from chapped and 
super dry lips that pull very, very much. 
Browsing the web I found out this product and 
since I use it completely revolutionized my lips” 
Mary

PROTECTIVE BALM
REF. 4036

01 Emollient honey

04 Refreshing mint

02 Soothing aloe vera 03 Revitalizing ginseng

06 A E F anti oxidant vitamin05 Reconditioning jojoba oil

• WITHOUT PRESERVATIVES AND PARABENS
• DERMATOLOGICALLY  TESTED
• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
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STICK LIPSTICK
REF. 4010

Are you looking for a lipstick that not only colors your lips, but also cares for them? Then this 
product is for you. We have included a selection of emollient and regenerating ingredients, 
including A+E vitamin, that has antioxidant, regenerating, anti-aging, moisturizing and 
rotective against free radical properties. The texure is rich and creamy upon application, 
releasing a thin and compact film that adapts perfectly to the movement of the lips for 
a well-defined result. In addition, the lipstick offers a high color rendering and slightly 
shiny finish.

€  9,50 

They say about it:
“I am crazy in love with this
lipstick, it has a unique creaminess and a
crazy color release, already at the first 
application my lips are completely
full of colour” Fabrizia

20 Golden mandarin 34 Antique pink28 Bordeaux 31 Nude 37 Retro orange

49 Pink peony 54 Magenta52 Fuchsia 55 Wisteria53 Peach blossoms 56 Coral

38 Sexy blush 39 Dark red 40 Candy pink 47 Mauves

57 Vinaccio 61 Orange red59 Black cherry 62 Bright pink60 Ruby red 63 Golden pink

36 Natural rose

42 Coral red 45 Golden bordeaux

• DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED
• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
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Our lip gloss is the ideal product to get lips as bright as the stars. Its highly 
adherent and comfortable formula helps to reduce fine lines on the lips, making 
them smoother and softer. Enriched with E vitamin, emollient oils and natural 
gelling waxes, the lip gloss offers a protective, emollient and nourishment effect 
to your lips. You can use it in two ways: on a matte lipstick it give it brightness 
without losing its long-lasting property, or directly on the lips for a super bright 
effect. With this product, your lips will always be hydrated, soft and luminous. 

€  9,00 

They say about it:
“I always carry it in my purse with me to give a 
touch of brightness to my lips, it is really bright 
and comfortable” Greta

LIP GLOSS
REF. 4016

17 Pink 21 Natural beige19 Pearl 20 Strawberry 25 Candy pink

29 Dark antique pink 30 Amaranth 31 Intense coral 34 Bordeaux

22 Mauves

32 Intense pink 33 Fuchsia

• WITHOUT PRESERVATIVES
• DERMATOLOGICALLY  TESTED
• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
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Our lip pencil is the ideal product to improve the hold of your lipstick and to define the outline of your lips perfectly. 
How to use it? Simply apply it as a base all over your lips before proceeding with the lipstick. The pencil is equipped 
with an extra precise tip that will allow you to define the outline of the lips perfectly, especially if they are uneven. In 
this way, you will be able to achieve a perfect and long-lasting lip makeup. Don’t hesitate to try this product to get 
always beautiful and defined lips.

€ 5,75

If you spend a lot of time away from home and don’t have time to touch up your makeup during the day,
then our semi-permanents pencils are the ideal choice for you. Formulated with a waterproof and super long-lasting
formula, these pencils guarantee a duration of 8 hours*. They will not go away either after meals, or during physical 
activity, guaranteeing perfect lips throughout the day. Their soft texture with a very high color rendering is super opaque 
and allows a precise stroke, ideal to define the contour of the lips perfectly. Choose our semi-permanent pencils to
have beautiful and defined lips all day long. (*Duration tested on consumer panel)

€ 6,50

08 Vinaccio01 Brown

22 Nude21 Coral

LIP CONTOUR PENCIL
REF. 4011

SEMI-PERMANENT LIP PENCIL
REF. 4043

They say about it:
“Really beautiful, these lips pencils fade easily 
and allow a precise stroke” Simona

They say about it:
“We are at the end of the evening, I wore the 
mask almost all day, I have eaten at least two 
times since this morning and drank heavily, but 
the pencil is still there as I put it before leaving 
the house” Benedetta

19 Peach pink

04 Cranberry02 Dark cherry

10 Chestnut09 Light mulberry

05 Mulberry

11 Undergrowth

25 Peony

• DERMATOLOGICALLY  TESTED
• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION

• DERMATOLOGICALLY  TESTED
• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
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Our hand cosmetic products are designed to take care of the skin of your 
hands in a delicate and deep way.
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CLASSIC POLISH
REF. 4022

Our polish is formulated with a new exclusive formula that guarantees a high product 
performance, offering a protective and healing effect for your nails. Our easy and soft 
formula glides on effortlessly, delivering extreme shine and a perfect coverage for bright 
and seductive nails. In addition, our glazes are free of harmful to health substances, 
making them safe for your daily use. Choose our nail polishes to obtain beautiful and 
strong nails in a simple and safe way.

€  6,00

They say about it:
“The exclusive formula used for this product is really 
excellent: it spreads easily, it dries quickly and offers 
perfect coverage. The brightness it gives to my nails 
is amazing and it lasts for a long time” Valentina

01 Mother of pearl 06 Pearly pink03 Transparent 04 Nude 13 Pearl light beige

30 Pearly must 41Pearl glitter31 Mauve glitter 43 Glitter volcanic stone36 Pearly pink 44 Burgundy lacquered

15 Pearl amaranth 18 Pearly mauve 21 Pearly salmon 28 Pearly sand

45 Glitter splinters of light

52 Violet lacquered

59 Glitter peony

49 Pearl blue

55 Strong lacquered 
pink

46 Glitter fairy

53 Wisteria lacquered

60 Geranium 
lacquered

50 Strawberry 
lacquered

56 Fuchsia lacquered

48 Aubergine lacquered

54 Double pink 
lacquered

51 Purple lacquered

58 Glitter wine

12 Ruby lacquered

26 White lacquered 27 Rose water glitter

• DERMATOLOGICALLY  TESTED
• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
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N°32 Moisturizing care is designed to improve the elasticity of the nails, protecting them and
fortifying them day after day. Its formula is enriched with A, E, B5 and argan oil, which helps to 
reinvigorate the connective tissue of the nails.
N° 33 Reinforcing curative, on the other hand, is designed to stimulate the formation of keratin 
and strengthen the nails. Thanks to its hardening action, this product limits the color fading and
the yellowing of the nail, making it ideal as a base before applying the nail polish.
N° 34 Nutritive care is a strong and flexible film that offers a patented plasticizing action
for easy application. Thanks to the action of wheat proteins and magnesium, this
product offers an antioxidant and nourishing effect for the nails.

€ 6,00

Our nail product guarantees an extraordinary mirror effect, similar to that obtained with reconstruction
in gel. It can be used both to polish and protect the color of the enamel, making it extremely bright, and
alone on natural nails to emphasize their brightness. The texture used allows you to obtain a “filler” effect
thanks to the gel formula that instantly volumizes even the thinnest and most fragile nails, making them
well-kept and shiny. Don’t hesitate to try this product for extraordinarily shiny and voluminous nails.

€ 5,00

HEALING POLISHES
REF. 4022

TOP COAT
REF. 4048

They say about it:
“I highly recommend this healing polish 
to anyone who wishes to take care of their 
own nails in an efficient and delicate Way” 
Anna

• DERMATOLOGICALLY  TESTED
• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION

• DERMATOLOGICALLY  TESTED
• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
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GEL EFFECT NAIL POLISH
REF. 4049

The gel-effect nail polish was designed for women with a passionate and expansive 
personality, who want a bright and impactful result. Our new formula allows you to obtain 
a glossy and intense color right from the first application, without the need to use UV 
lamps that are harmful to health. The Big Brush applicator, equipped with a longer and 
thicker brush, makes the applying of the nail polish quick and easy, allowing you to pick 
up more product in order to guarantee a precise and quick application. Furthermore, 
all our glazes are made without harmful to health substances, making them safe to use 
daily. Choose the gel effect polish for bright and of great impact nails, without sacrificing 
health.

€  5,00

They say about it:
“The new developed formula is exceptional, it 
allows to obtain a glossy and intense colour 
from the first application” Sara

01 Intense pink 04 Night blue02 Electric blue 03 Deep purple 06 Military green

07 Rosy mud 08 Shocking fuchsia 09 Bordeaux red 12 Wiseria

05 Lively pink

10 Geranium red 11 Pure red

• DERMATOLOGICALLY  TESTED
• APPROVED BY THE EEC/FDA/JPN LEGISLATION
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OVAL-SHAPED BRUSHES SET
REF. 4075

The success of our face make-up depends not only on the quality of the products
we employ to achieve it, but also and above all by the tools we use for the application. 
A set consisting of five brushes of the latest generation, defined for this reason “the 
revolution in the application of make-up”. They guarantee a simple, fast and precise 
makeup application thanks to the particular ergonomic shape that allows a comfortable 
and targeted use. They are characterized by bristles in synthetic fibers, suitable for holding 
and applying both powder and fluid products or in cream. There are a total of five oval 
brushes, one linear size, one circle and three ovals: Oval: the largest in the range, it is an oval 
“multipurpose” brush since it can be used both for the application of the foundation and 
to fix the make-up base with the use of powder. Oval 2: the second oval brush, medium 
size, also this multipurpose, perfect to apply blush and bronzer to the cheekbone area; 
optimal also to fade. Oval 3: the third and last oval brush, the smallest, is suitable for both 
the application and blending of eyeshadows and concealers that are in powder form or 
in cream even in the most difficult areas of the eye to reach with brushes of larger size. 
Linear: linear and rather elongated in shape, it is designed to be “multifunction“ as regards 
the areas of the face that require greater precision and minutia. In fact, it is suitable to 
apply eyeliner, to define the lip contour and for contouring. Circle: The circle brush has a 
quite reduced surface. It has a round section and is suitable for very precise applications 
on particularly small areas of the face. Especially useful to apply liquid and stick lipstick.

€ 45,00
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The extreme softness of the fur with the rounded and compact shape
of the tuft allow an optimal application of the product avoiding
the risks of excessive deposits of color only in certain areas.

Handle in Methacrylate
Satin silver anodized aluminum ring
Super-quality black goat hair
Soft and compact tuft with a rounded shape.

€ 8,00

The Mini Purse Brush is convenient, you can carry it
always with you for every on-the-fly touch-up of your make-up.
Made with natural bristles, it is equipped with a
retractable closure mechanism that protects the bristles from contact with
external agents and at the same time reduces its dimensions.
Only 7.5 cm tall, it is practical and easy to handle.

€ 5,00

PROFESSIONAL BRUSH
REF. 4041

PURSE BRUSH
REF. 4042
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The sponge in pure natural latex will make the application of the foundation
on your face even simpler and more professional.
It does not irritate the skin, made of natural pink latex and is designed for a
long lasting, its 10 mm thickness and its shape ensure an easy- use avoiding 
accumulations and absorption of material.

€ 3,00

BestColor double penknife made of high quality plastic material
and equipped with super-quality blade to sharpen pencils and in
wood and pvc. The double adapter is designed for 4 different diameters
of pencils: 6 (six) mm, 8 (eight) mm, 10 (ten) mm and 12 (twelve) mm.
It is equipped with a special blade cleaner, ideal for cleaning and allows 
you to have always a perfectly sharpened pencil. Also equipped with a
transparent tempera holder compartment that retains the residues 
created inside during the sharpening allowing at the same time to see
when the compartment is full. Features: High quality plastic material,
super-quality blade, transparent residue tank, double adapter.

€ 3,50

Modern nail polish remover that does not spill or stain.
It Does not contain acetone and Helps to preserve the integrity
of the nails. It removes all traces of nail polish easily, even from the 
most difficult areas. Almond scented.

€ 7,50

FOUNDATION SPONGE
REF. 4040

DOUBLE PENKNIFE
REF. 4038

NAIL POLISH REMOVER
REF. 4070
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BESTCOLOR SRL 
Via Guglielmo Marconi, 68 80059 Torre del Greco (NA)

Tel. (+39) 081 883 71 59 | Tel. (+39) 0818822479/0818816572
info@bestcolor.it | www.bestcolor.it




